Abstract. We consider the problem of constructing spatial nite di erence approximations on a xed, arbitrary grid, which have analogues of any number of integrals of the partial di erential equation and of some of its symmetries. A basis for the space of of such di erence operators is constructed; most cases of interest involve a single such basis element. (The \Arakawa" Jacobian is such an element.) We show how the topology of the grid a ects the complexity of the operators.
1. Conservative discretization \Numerical methods for nonlinear conservation laws are among the great success stories of modern numerical analysis." (Iserles 3 
])
Conservative discretizations of partial di erential equations have been explored for a long time. What does \conservative" mean? An early de nition is due to Lax and Wendro 9] , who considered the class on PDEs with one spatial dimension, u t + @ x (f(u)) = 0 (1.1) and called discretizations of the form u n+1 i ? u n i t = H(u n i+j ; : : : ; u n i?j+1 ) ? H(u n i+j?1 ; : : : ; u n i?j ) x (1.2) conservative. See 3] for an introduction to such methods. More generally, the formulation (1.1) is called conservative, and the expanded form u t + f 0 (u)u x nonconservative, with these terms carrying over to the corresponding discrete forms. The PDE (1.1) re ects, amongst other things, conservation of the integral of u (e.g. total mass, momentum, etc.), and the conservative discretization (1.2) preserves a discrete analog: P i u n+1 i = P i u n . The full consequences for the discrete scheme of the form (1.2) remain unclear.
More recently the term has been applied to PDEs that can be written purely in terms of intrinsic di erential operators such as div, grad, and curl. A conservative spatial discretization is then one which preserves discrete analogues of these operators' integral identities (e.g., Stokes's theorem). In many cases these obey maximum principles and have robust stability properties in di cult situations such as rough grids and discontinuous coe cients 20] .
Research at MSRI is supported in part by NSF grant DMS-9701755. 1 Schemes have also been developed for particular equations that inherit conserved quantities approximating those of the PDE. An early and famous example is the Arakawa Jacobian 1], a discretization of v x w y ? v y w x which, when applied to the two-dimensional Euler uid equations, provides two conservation laws corresponding to energy and enstrophy, both quadratic functions. It is widely used in computational meteorology. There are many energy-conserving schemes for particular PDEs: Fei and V asquez 4] for the sine-Gordon equation; Glassey 6] for the Zakharov equations; Glassey and Schae er 7] for a nonlinear wave equation. The original presentations of all these are somewhat ad-hoc, the proof of conservation relying on a telescoping sum.
The Arakawa Jacobian has the extremely nice property that it can be applied to systems (in two space dimensions, with two variables) with any two integrals, not just energy and enstrophy. It was further explained and generalized to arbitrary grids by Salmon and Talley in 19] . It is this systematic approach that we generalize in this paper to equations with any number of integrals, space dimensions, and variables. Our formulation includes all integral-preserving discretizations.
Having integrals of course reduces the evolution to a smaller space, which, when their level sets are compact, gives the method a form or nonlinear stability. Often, more is true: Preservation of a discrete form of R u dx by the Lax-Wendro form (1.2) leads to correct shock speeds, and preservation of energy and enstrophy by the Arakawa Jacobian prevents energy cascading to small length scales 1].
The Euler equations, the sine-Gordon equation and so on are examples of Hamiltonian PDEs, which suggests that one should look for semi-or fully-discrete forms which preserve not only a discrete energy but also a discrete Hamiltonian (symplectic) structure. For systems with canonical Hamiltonian structure, this possibility was explored in 11]. But even before the importance of Hamiltonian PDEs was widely recognized, for which a watershed event was perhaps the 1983 conference 22], it had been pointed out by Morrison 16] that spatial discretizations of non-canonical Hamiltonian PDEs will not normally be Hamiltonian. One example apart, the curious`sine bracket' Hamiltonian discretization of the Jacobian 24], this is a di cult and essentially unsolved problem. Probably the right generalization of`Hamiltonian ' has not yet been found.
We are thus reluctantly led to consider only energy-conserving discretizations. Or perhaps we should not be reluctant: Simo et al. 21 ] have argued and presented detailed evidence from elastodynamics that conserving energy leads to excellent nonlinear stability properties that preserving symplectic structure does not. (Essentially because symplectic schemes can only brake the fast modes, whereas energy-conserving schemes can also damp them.)
In Hamiltonian systems, energy is normally seen as playing a distinguished role. Yet there may be other conserved quantities just as important for the long-time dynamics. Some of them, the`Casimir' integrals, can be due to the Hamiltonian structure itself. Non-Hamiltonian systems can also have conserved quantities. Even in the ODE example of the free rigid body, the relationship between schemes preserving energy and/or momentum and/or symplectic structure is quite complicated 10].
In this paper we go some way towards uniting these di erent integrals and di erent points of view. Our goal is to develop a methodology for building spatial discretizations that preserve discrete analogues of any given set of integrals. It should be systematic, all-inclusive, and reproduce known schemes. We do this in a formulation in which the integrals appear explicitly; the integrals themselves can then be discretized in any way. The basic \ nite di erence molecule" is now a completely skew-symmetric tensor. Symmetry plays a fundamental role, and we will see how the skew-symmetry of this tensor interacts with other desired symmetries of the scheme (e.g., translational and rotational invariance) in a nontrivial way.
Hamiltonian and other PDEs with integrals
We consider PDEs with independent spatial variables x 2 R d and dependent variables u(x) 2 R m . We loosely call m the \number of variables." The relevant class of su ciently smooth real-valued functionals of u(x) will be denoted U. A Hamiltonian PDE is speci ed by a Hamiltonian H 2 U and a Poisson bracket f ; g : U U ! U: _ u = fu; Hg; (2.3) where the Poisson bracket is bilinear, skew-symmetric fF; Gg = ?fG; Fg; (2.4) and obeys the Jacobi identity fF; fG; Hgg + fG; fH; Fgg + fH; fF; Ggg = 0 (2.5) and the Leibniz rule fF; GHg = fF; GgH + fF; HgG (2.6) for all F, G, H 2 U. In fact, these axioms imply the existence of a Hamiltonian (or Poisson') operator J , such that the Poisson bracket takes the form fF; Gg = Z F u J G u dx (2.7) and (2. The system (2.3) has functional I 2 U as an integral if _ I = fI; Hg=0. Some integrals C are distinguished in that fC; Fg = 0 for all F 2 U; they are called Casimirs. The operator J = @ x has a single Casimir, C = R u dx, because J ( C= u) = @ x 1 = 0. The extension to multiple integrals fI j g is similar. However, questions of convergence of the integrals arise, and the nonuniqueness situation is much worse: it is not clear how to construct local operators, for example. However, as our goal is to construct nite-dimensional nite di erence operators, the representation (2.11) is su cient. Looking back at Eq. (1.1), we see that it encompasses two important conservation laws expressed in two di erent ways. The fact that @ x ( u= u) = @ x 1 = 0 means that the Casimir R u dx is an integral, and the conservative scheme (1.2) maintains a discrete analog of this. In this example, this property is relatively easy to preserve under discretization: a system has P i u i as an integral if and only if it can be written in the form _ u i = J ij F j , where J is not necessarily skew, but P i J ij = 0 for all j. Without loss of generality we can take J to be in the form (1.2), with just two nonzero diagonals. The form of the F j chosen in (1.2) is necessary for translation invariance.
Secondly, if f is a variational derivative, f = H= u say, then the skew-adjointness of J = @ x means that H is an integral. To preserve this property under discretization means taking (again, without loss of generality) _ u i = J ij @H @u j , where J is skew symmetric. Note that such a J need not a priori have P u i as a Casimir, and, similarly, the nonsymmetric J used in (1.2) does not preserve any discrete H. Thus, the two expressions of conservation laws are in fact independent.
In this paper we generalize the second form. The rst form is deceptively simple in this example, because the Casimir is so simple. It is not clear how to modify (1.2) to incorporate di erent Casimirs. In the second form the integral appears explicitly and, once J is found, any quantity can be conserved.
Before continuing, we mention one trivial but complete solution to the whole problem. Why not contract K against all the integrals and have simply _ u i = f i , with all I j being integrals of f? That is, f rI j = 0 for all j. This case is already included in the above formulation, with f regarded as a \skew 1-tensor." The equations f rI j = 0 are linear and can be solved in many ways, for example, by starting with an arbitrary f and projecting to the subspace ff rI j = 0 j = 1; : : : ; pg. One objection is that this solution is so general that it is not clear how to proceed in any particular case. For example, to modify f as little as possible one might choose orthogonal projection, but this will couples all of the f i . By incorporating more of the known structure of the problem we can work more systematically.
3. Method of discretization We wish to construct discretizations of the form (2.11). There are two ways to proceed. One could take a particular PDE, write it in the form _ u = K( I 
is a discretization of K, or how to increase its order from 1.
Below we develop some requirements on the tensors K, and construct all the elementary ones, for various numbers of integrals, space dimensions, and grids.
4. Definitions & theory The fundamental objects are the grid L, the index set M, the symmetry group G, and the skew tensors K 2 p+1 (R M ), which we now de ne.
Let L be a set of indices of grid points. To each index i 2 L there is a physical point x i 2 R d . Let f1; : : : ; mg be the set of indices of the dependent variables, so that the full, discrete state space is indexed by the index set M = L f1; : : : ; mg:
A grid function is a real function on M; for example, the system state is given by the grid function u : M ! R. Its value at point i = (l; ) 2 M is written u i = u (l; ) .
(That is, we are assembling all the unknowns into a big \column vector.") When m = 1, we drop the second subscript entirely.
For simplicity, we only consider the interpretation of this function in which u (l; ) u (x l ). (Staggered grids and u i representing other functionals of u(x) do not a ect our main line of argument.)
The p functions, and their corresponding grid functions, which are to be inserted in (3.12) Order of accuracy can also sometimes be expressed as a symmetry. One way to ensure second-order accuracy is for the expansion of the discretization error in powers of the spatial grid size h to have only odd or only even terms present. This is equivalent to being invariant under the operation h 7 ! ?h, or x 7 ! ?x. This can only apply if x 7 ! ?x is a symmetry of the lattice itself, which it is for square and triangular lattices.
To include this possibility we equip each element of G with a sign, sgn(g) = 1, which we write as (gK) i = g(K i ) = K g(i) :
A tensor K is G-invariant if gK = (sgn g)K for all g 2 G.
Thus we have the following requirements on the nite di erence operator K: K should be completely skew-symmetric; K should be G-invariant; K should be as simple as possible; K should approximate the desired continuous operator to the desired order; K should be local. However, these requirements con ict with each other.
One way to construct operators such as K with the required symmetry properties is to sum over the symmetry group. Given any tensor K,
is completely skew-symmetric and G-invariant. This suggests two ways to construct symmetric K's:
Start with a K which approximates the desired continuous operator, and symmetrize it; Start with a very simple K, such as a basis element for the space of (p + 1)-tensors, symmetrize it, and see what continuous operator it approximates. A major drawback of the rst strategy is that we have no control over what the symmetrized K approximates.
The second strategy builds a \library" of all such di erence operators, from which linear combinations can be taken as desired. However, the form (4.15) is not convenient for writing down these operators in the usual way, which requires the coe cients of each v j k appearing in the resulting grid function at a particular point i 0 . That is, we want to know K i 0 i 1 :::ip for a particular i 0 . We derive nite di erences in this form in three stages: rstly, for m = 1 variable; secondly, for m 1 variables with no unknowns at the same grid point coupled; thirdly, the general case, m 1 variables with arbitrary coupling. We introduce a graphical notation for formulas such as Eq. (4.18). An arrow connecting gridpoints i 1 ; : : : ; i p will indicate a term det V i . For p > 1, the sign factors can be incorporated by applying a permutation of sign sgn( ) sgn(g) to the i j (for p = 2 and p = 3 we merely change the direction of the arrow if the required sign is ?1, equivalent to writing the columns of V in reverse order) or by choosing in (4.19) so that sgn( ) sgn(g) = 1. The reader is encouraged to refer immediately to Fig. (1(a) ) and its associated nite di erence Eq. (5.27) to see how easy this is.
Thus, constructing skew nite di erences amounts to choosing an initial arrow, nding the group G i , and nding the image of the initial arrow under G i .
Case 2. m 1 variables, distinct points coupled. Let i = (l; ) is the chosen basis element, where l 0 = 0. \Distinct points coupled" means that l j 6 = l k for all j, k. The single element i will contribute to the vector eld at (0; j ) for all j; therefore, we will construct, not a single basis vector eld, but the family of vector elds spanned by K (l; ) for all . That is, we allow coupling of all components right from the start. We introduce the rank p + 1, dimension m tensor T 2 R m p+1 and start with K i; = T , K j; = 0 for j 6 = i.
Passing from Eq. The diagram notation extends easily to (4.22) . To the arrow (g(l)) we attach the label g ?1 ( ?1 ( )) indicating the T-tensor attached to that determinant. This subgroups of S p+1 contains all permutations of the rst n elements; summing over these merely skew-symmetrizes T. We could have imposed this in the rst place for simplicity. Since there will usually be g j (a translation, say) with g j (l j ) = 0, this is true for any set of equal elements of l.
Let l = f : (l) = lg be the symmetry group of l. To sum up, we take T to skew-symmetric under l . (4.23) With this assumption, each ip (0k) gives an equal contribution and we can evaluate the sum over permutations to give the symmetrized vector eld at the point 0 F(i) := X g2G i 1 ;:::; p sgn( ) sgn(g)n(g(l))T g ?1 ( ?1 ( )) det V ( (g(l)); ) (4.24) In the diagrams, to the arrow (g(l)) we attach the weight n(g(l)). To summarize, the nal nite di erence evaluated at the point (0; 0 ), is given by Equations We develop these diagrams and study the resulting di erences for di erent numbers of integrals and dimensions of phase space, and di erent symmetry groups G. ): 3. taking a linear combination of these basis elements gives stencils that approximate other rst-order di erential operators. This is equivalent to multiplying by a symmetric tensor s ij . To get a smooth continuous limit we can take, e.g., s ij = q(x i ; x j ; u i ; u j ), where q is symmetric in its rst and second pairs of arguments. If K is the tensor corresponding to the vector eld F(0; 1),
where s := q(x; x; u; u) (no sum on i). We consider this last example in more detail, since it gives the class of all skew tridiagonal (i.e., bandwidth 1) nite di erences. showing how the skew-symmetry is maintained. 1 Secondly, suppose we wish to di erence on an irregular grid, where the data are known at the points c(x i ) = c(ih)|we know v(c(x i )). Then we want an approximation of v 0 = v c . From the chain rule, this is equal to v x =c x . We cannot get this by applying (5.25) to v, since the terms in v only cannot cancel.
We apply (5.25) to a function w(x; v(c(x)). This gives the equation ; then the nite di erence is second order. As above, nonconstant operators are approximated by taking T l = T(x l ; x l+1 ; u l ; u l+1 ), symmetric in its rst and second pairs of arguments, and J l = J(x l?1 ; x l ; x l+1 ; u l?1 ; u l ; u l+1 ), symmetric under (13) The resulting tensor is not invariant under g : i 7 ! ?i. Its image under g is shown in Fig. 2(b) . These two diagrams can be added or subtracted to get a tensor that is g-invariant with sign 1 or ?1, as desired. With l = (0; 1; 2) (bandwidth 2), Eq. (4.23) says that T is arbitrary. The group G l has three elements: the identity, and a shift left by 1 or 2. Apply the two translations gives the diagram Fig. 1(b) . However, unlike this case with m = 1, this is not invariant under i 7 ! ?i, i.e., it does not give a second-order nite di erence.
Applying this symmetry gives the second row of labels in Fig. 3 . That is, it is an \Arakawa"-type Jacobian.
With even operators on this grid, re ections (necessary for second order accuracy) and rotations coincide, which reduces the complexity of the generated nite di erence. Applying them gives the diagram 3(c), a second-order Jacobian. Finally, applying the rotations by =2 gives the diagram 3(d), a Jacobian with the full symmetry group D 4 s Z 2 . As can be shown by expanding the entire nite di erence, Fig. 3(d) is the Arakawa Jacobian ( rst derived in 1].)
We could have stopped at Fig. 3(c) ; its anisotropy may be irrelevant for some problems, and its complexity is half that of 2(d)|12 terms instead of 24.
Consider the same problem on a regular triangular grid. Now i = ((0; 0); (1; 0); (0; 1)) ( Fig. 4(a) ) will give a graph bandwidth of 1, not 2. Applying the two translations gives Fig. 4(b) , and re ections Fig. 4(c) , which already has the full symmetry of the grid. Thus Arakawa-type Jacobians are naturally suited to triangular grids. (Notice that Figs. 4(c) and 3(c) are essentially the same.)
There are two points to learn from this: 1. With p integrals, grids with p + 1 mutual nearest neighbours around a cell will give tensors of bandwidth 1. This is only possible in dimension d p. 2. On some grids, the (optional) spatial symmetries coincide with some of the (required) skew symmetries and/or re ection symmetry (needed for second order accuracy). Cases 5 and 6 illustrate these points.
(An m-variable analogue of the Arakawa Jacobian is shown in Fig. 4(c) . It approximates a complicated second order operator, but if T abc is symmetric under even permutations, it is 3 where J is the Jacobian. Taking v 3 = 1, for example, recovers the Arakawa Jacobian Fig. 2(d) , and shows that the Arakawa Jacobian also has the (Casimir) integral P i u i . It also suggests that in three dimensions with three integrals, a face-centered-cubic grid (the red points in a red-black colouring of a cubic grid) is suitable. Each vertex is surrounded by 8 tetrahedra. Taking l = ((0; 0; 0); (0; 1; 1); (1; 0; 1); (1; 1; 0)) (i.e, coupling the unknowns around one of the tetrahedra) leads to a fully symmetric discretization of the three-dimensional Jacobian det(@v i =@x j ). Using a cubic grid with l = ((0; 0; 0); (0; 0; 1); (0; 1; 0); (1; 0; 0)) leads to a 3D Jacobian with twice the complexity.
Discussion
We have presented a systematic method for discretizing PDEs with a known list of integrals. Since all vector elds f i with integrals I 1 5. We have deliberately avoid mentioning boundaries and the precise degree of smoothness required of the arguments that make K skew. These are studied in 14] . If the PDE develops shocks, a careful weighting of the F(i) will be required to capture them well, the analogue of the many methods for choosing H in (1.2) 3]. The present work applies to in nite or (trivially) to periodic domains. With nite domains, one can start with K i at an interior point i, and extend it to the boundary by skew-symmetry, giving nite di erence tensors satisfying certain \natural" boundary conditions. Also on nite domains, there is the possibility of using global (e.g. spectral) methods. Of course, these are in the span of our basis, but that is not the best way to view them. Preserving integrals with global methods is studied in 14]. 6. We have concentrated on constructing skew-symmetric tensors approximating skew operators. Exactly the same technique can be used to construct symmetric tensors. We replace the canonical sign function on S p+1 by any sign function that makes S p+1 = Z 2 . If (i) = 1 for all i, for example, the resulting K is completely symmetric, and when contracted against any p ? 1 of the I j , has real eigenvalues. If negative de nite, the I j decrease in time. What is the relationship with the support operator method 20]?
It seems unlikely that the telescoping sum which makes this example work will work for nonlinear Casimirs. On the other hand, it is quite hard to destroy linear ones. Therefore we suggest the following strategy: temporarily disregard any known linear integrals (mass, momentum etc.). Construct a skew tensor so as to preserve the desired nonlinear integrals. Then, check that this tensor has (some discretization of) the required linear integrals as Casimirs.
The situation is analogous to preserving volume, a linear di erential invariant discussed in Section 5, note 4.
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